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MESSAGE FROM THE BATTALION COMMANDER
Dear Family and Friends of 1/4,
If you are reading this newsletter it’s likely you have a family member in the
Battalion—therefore I consider you an important part of our ―China Marines‖ family.
One of the main goals of our family readiness program is to support you and your
Marine or Sailor. In order to truly support each other I feel we, as the Battalion
Senior Leadership, must ―set the conditions‖ for our family members to be involved
and informed of recent happenings in the Battalion as well as upcoming key
events. To that end, we have established a website in order for you to stay informed and involved in key upcoming events.
Please visit this website at www.emarine.org ; we want your ideas and participation
in our family program.

Lt. Colonel K. A. Norton

As we inch closer to the upcoming deployment, I’d like to reflect on some recent
achievements as well as bring your attention to current and upcoming key training
events.
In June, as most of you are aware, we traveled nine hours North to the Eastern
Sierra Nevada Mountains; a place called the Marine Corps Mountain Warfare
Training Center in Bridgeport, CA. As expected we experienced the full gamut of
weather conditions in the mountains. It started off snowy and windy, turned to rain
and mud and as fate would have it, the last two weeks were perfectly sunny. I
have no doubt we are stronger and are a more cohesive unit because of our
training in the mountains.
Currently we are in the beginning stages of a four month long pre-deployment
training period. It is a decentralized and fast moving training schedule. The
training is designed to prepare our Marines for expeditionary combat operations.
As I write this, we are executing a Brilliance at the Basics training package and a
command post exercise that will ensure that we are technically sound in our basic
skills regarding our individual and small units.
The upcoming months are highlighted by several training events that our Battalion
will execute simultaneously. These training events are geared toward preparing us
to conduct assigned expeditionary combat missions from small boats, helicopters
and amphibious assault vehicles.
In closing, I want you to know my wife, Erika, and I are honored and humbled to be
serving this storied battalion. We are well aware of our duty to set the proper
conditions for family readiness and we look forward to sharing ideas and getting to
know you better in the coming weeks and months. We hope to see you at the
Beyond the Brief/Town Hall Meeting on 18 August and the Marine Corps Ball on 28
October.
Semper Fidelis,
Lt. Colonel Kevin A. Norton

Sgt. Major A.R. Scott
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ALPHA COMPANY NEWS
Dear Family and Friends of the Alpha Raider Family,
On 1 July, I was fortunate enough, and humbled, to take the reins of the Alpha
Company from 1st Lt Pearson in a change of command ceremony on the 1st Marines
Parade Deck. I want to congratulate Lt Pearson on a fine job over the last month and a
half, particularly where he led the fine men of Alpha Company in the challenging terrain
of Bridgeport. Also, I would like to thank Major John Price Van Cleve for
his excellent service as the Alpha Company commander over the last year, and we wish
him the best as he takes on his new responsibilities as an instructor with Expeditionary
Warfare Training Group-Pacific.
The major training event over the last few months was our trip to Marine Corps Mountain
Warfare Training Center in Bridgeport, CA. The Men of
Alpha Company negotiated steep terrain with heavy
packs, drank their water from fresh mountain streams,
had a foot of snow fall on them while they were
sleeping, and encountered herds of sheep where the
helicopters were going to land to pick them up out of
the field! All in all, it was an impressive outing for the
company.
Marines simulate escaping a capsized
helicopter at Camp Horno.

Pictures from Bridgeport and our training events are
going to be located on the 1st Battalion, 4th Marines
website that is hosted on www.emarine.org.

Repelling during the day with our gear and
I invite you to register as a family member with your
packs on in Bridgeport.
Marine as your sponsor and follow us online. (A helpful tip is to narrow your search
st
in step 2 by selected Camp Pendleton as the installation, then look for ―1 Marine
Division > 4th Marine Regiment, 1st Battalion.‖) If there is anything you would like to see us put on the website, let us
know. We hope that this becomes another look into what goes on in Alpha Company. Below are a few snapshots of
what we have been up to.

I want to close with thanking you all for your support to your Marine and our Raider Family. Before I sign off, however, I
want to make sure that I acknowledge and congratulate the following Marines on their well-deserved promotions:
Private First Class:

Lance Corporal:

Sergeant:

PFC Auerback
PFC Brown
PFC Garzon II
PFC Ott
PFC Charleville
PFC Hilliard
PFC McGreal
PFC Sloan
PFC Worl
PFC Climer
PFC Gregory
PFC Harp
PFC Heckeroth
PFC Pantoja
PFC Zapatka

Lcpl Harubin
Lcpl Hintz
Lcpl Meyer
Lcpl Overzet
Lcpl Belelyuk
Lcpl Chiusano
Lcpl Ragland

Sgt Mitchell

Corporal:
Cpl Deboer
Cpl Brotherton
Cpl Smulski
Cpl Wilson
Cpl Domagata
Cpl Hilburn

1st Lieutenant:
1stLT Padilla

Alpha Company being extracted via Helicopter
in Bridgeport.

Semper Fidelis,
Captain Jonathan Joannides
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Alpha Raiders Group Photo in Bridgeport.

BRAVO COMPANY NEWS
Dear Families and Friends of Bravo Company,
Our Marines have been diligently training to get prepared for the 31st MEU. This July 15th
I assumed command of Bravo Company from 1stLt Collier. He and the rest of the staff
have continuously worked to ensure that the Marines and Sailors are ready for the
upcoming deployment. In the short period of time that I have been here I have been
impressed with the knowledge and readiness of the company.
Since the completion of our Tactical Small Unit Leaders Courses (TSULC) and Division Schools in April, the
Marines completed training vital to Bravo Company’s mission during the Mountain Warrior Exercise in
Bridgeport, California. Bravo Company ran through periods of instruction on counter Improvised Explosive
Device (IED) training. Those classes formed the foundation for Bravo Company’s success when they were
challenged to use the techniques they had learned to patrol through an IED laden mock city. The Company
accomplished this challenging task and learned many valuable techniques to combat the threat that IEDs
pose to Marines in our current engagements overseas.
The biggest training evolution completed by the Marines of Bravo Company during this period was the
Mountain Warrior exercise which took place in Bridgeport, California. The Marines learned valuable mountain
movement techniques and participated in a Battalion level exercise. During the exercise the Marines of Bravo
Company interacted with both Pashto speaking civilian role players, and Marines from other units playing the
role of a conventional uniformed adversary. Their performance and attitude was rated as being the best in the
Battalion during both the mountain movement and Battalion exercise phases of Mountain Warrior. This was
a long training exercise and we appreciate the sacrifices that the Marines and their families had to make in
order for us to achieve these levels of success and teach the Marines invaluable skills that they will carry with
them throughout our upcoming deployment on the 31st Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU).
Many new Marines have joined Bravo Company during this period and in order to ensure all Marines possess
the same brilliance at basic Marine infantry tasks, the Company is working with a Battalion training schedule
during July. The Marines will run multiple training events covering the basics of all infantry weapon systems
such as machine guns, rifles, and rockets. Looking forward, the Marines of Bravo Company are scheduled to
complete the Special Operations Technical Group (SOTG) raid package during the month of August. This
package consists of the technical training that is necessary for amphibious operations including operating
with Amphibious Assault Vehicles (AAVs).
1stSgt Peitsch will be retiring from the Marine Corps after 22 faithful years of service. He will be sourly
missed throughout the company and battalion. He is looking forward to spending more time with his family
and is thankful for the time he has had with Bravo Company. We will be welcoming our new First Sergeant in
the next couple of months.
Honorable mention goes to Sergeants Aleman and, Spotts. These two individuals competed amongst their
peers and were awarded meritorious promotions from Corporal to Sergeant. Both of these individuals
demonstrate the high standards, character, and caliber of Bravo Company Marines and serve as examples
for all marines to emulate.
Bravo Company would also like to recognize the following Marines for their recent promotions.
Sgt Anthony C Lynn, Cpl Craig Oconnor, Cpl Gasek Joshua, LCpl Andrew Johnston, LCpl Patrick Jost, LCpl
Aaron Lende, LCpl Matthew Levy, LCpl Kunanon Sotthipoonpong, PFC Block Andrew, PFC Roy Berg, PFC
Jerron Romias, PFC Jacob Blair, PFC Asael Cornejo, and PFC Luis Garces
Semper Fidelis,
Captain Ted W. Schroeder
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CHARLIE COMPANY NEWS
Dear Family & Friends of Charlie Company,
The Marines and Sailors of Charlie Company started off this past quarter with a Battalion 10 mile
hike on April 1st. The purpose of the Battalion’s hike program was to prepare the Marines and
Sailors for their upcoming deployment to Bridgeport, Ca. From 18 April to 6 May. Also, Weapons
Platoon refreshed their knowledge at Division schools.
The training they received focused on machinegun gunnery and employment, mortar employment
with fire direction center training, and rocket gunnery and demolition training. On the 22nd of April,
SgtMaj Jones assembled all of the Staff NCO’s at MCRD San
Diego to tour the Depot Museum and watch a motivated Marine Corps Boot Camp
Graduation. From 11 April to 29 April the 0311s (Riflemen), honed their infantry skills
at Range 218A and LFAM 703 with some live fire and movement exercises. Aided by
the senior NCO’s of the company teaching core classes, the 0311’s refined not only
their infantry skills but also their ability to teach and conduct training. From 2 May to
13 May, a select few Marines from Charlie Company participated in the Battalion’s
Combat Hunter Exercise. The Marines involved developed their tracking and
observation skills in order to establish patterns within their future areas of operation.
On 26 May, the company paid their respects to LCpl Duncan, who was killed in a
motorcycle accident in April, with a hike to the 1st Marines Memorial. His family was in
attendance and greatly
appreciated the gesture.
On June 1st, the company loaded
up their gear and headed to the
Marine Corps Mountain Warfare
Training Center. Many Marines
had life changing experiences
It snowed the first few days in the field, but the Marines were
to stay warm and dry. Here is an example of a hasty
while on the mountain. For some, this prepared
shelter constructed with tarps.
was their first time in the snow. In
addition to back breaking hikes up to
11,000 feet in elevation, the Marines were taught how to survive and operate in a
mountainous environment. Each Marine and Sailor was challenged during their time in
Bridgeport, whether it was the movements, the cold, the rain or the snow.

Marines from 3rd Platoon participate in rock climbing exercise at
Levitt Training area.

Due to this valuable training, the company and platoons are tighter knit groups who
better understand each other and their collective capabilities. Also of note, Charlie
Company had many Marines undergo arduous and specialized Mountain Warfare
Training apart from the battalion’s main element. These Marines now bring enhanced
capabilities to a company that may have mountainous destinations in its future.
They are:

Promotions in April:

Promotions in May:

Promotions in June:

Awards:

Newborns:

None

PFC Jones
PFC Devlin
LCpl Tolbert
PFC Wilcox
LCpl Craig
PFC Mena
PFC Tamagyow
Cpl Brinson
PFC McDonald
PFC Lorono
PFC Nesmith
PFC Mendoza
Cpl Martinez
Cpl Mathews
PFC Reyna
LCpl Bonner

LCpl Bailey
Cpl Vansise
Cpl Roach
PFC Parmel
PFC Roe

None

June—PFC Tamagyow/Boy

Semper Fidelis,
Captain Nicholas Bassitt
A Marine from 2nd Platoon negotiates the fast moving
stream on this one rope bridge.
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H&S COMPANY NEWS
Dear Family Members of Headquarters and Service Company,
I would like to start off by saying thanks for your continuous support, and
dedication to your spouses, siblings, and children in H&S Company. Our
preparation for this upcoming deployment is a significant transition in our
battalion. We just recently completed an administrative/maintenance
stand-down in H&S Company. The purpose of this stand-down was
identifying any discrepancies administratively, registering for passports, and
establishing defense travel accounts. These items were a small portion of
what the Marines and Sailors accomplished in the months of June and July.
The reason why we completed our deployment successfully is because we trained our Marines and
Sailors beyond the basic standards, and prepared them by taking care of them administratively.
From June 1st – June 24th, H&S Company deployed to MCMWTC, for operations in
Mountainous Terrain in Bridgeport CA. It was great opportunity to test our Marines and Sailors
ability to perform their daily duties in an environment that challenged them both mentally, and
physically. H&S flawlessly supported the line companies, and was also awarded the opportunity to
conduct combat related training. Our association with the 15TH Marine Expeditionary Unit is
complete and we are once again part of 1ST Marine Regiment, 1ST Marine Division. We are currently
establishing a new relationship with the 31st Marine Expeditionary Unit, which is who we will be
deploying with in late November, early December. We said farewell to a lot of our Marines and
Sailors over the past few months. Now we embrace new members of our family as new Marines and
Sailors check into the battalion. I personally welcome all the new families and friends to H&S with
great pleasure as we all look forward to working with each other to achieve one goal.
On July 18th, we conducted a new join welcome aboard brief that covered information about family
readiness, equal opportunity, motorcycle safety, and guidance from the Battalion Commander and
Sergeant Major. The new join brief was the first step in preparing our new Marines for the upcoming
deployment. There will be more informational briefs and classes in the near future that build
camaraderie and enhance situational awareness so that our Marines and Sailors can intelligently
speak on future training and pre-deployment requirements. Once again, thanks for your continuous
support and dedication to your spouses, siblings, and children in H&S Company.
To the Marines and Sailors of H&S Company; thanks for your hard work and commitment to this
family. Every Marine and Sailor is vital to the success of H&S Company.
Our Family Readiness Officer - Sebrina King. I encourage you to contact her with any concerns you
may have.
Semper Fidelis,
CWO2 Timothy O. Cochran
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WEAPONS COMPANY NEWS
Dear Family & Friends of Weapons Company,
I’d like to take this opportunity to introduce myself and
express my sense of honor and gratitude with taking
command of Weapons Company, 1st Battalion, 4th Marines.
My wife, Ellie, infant son, Malcolm, and I recently
moved back to Camp Pendleton from Georgia, where
I was attending the U.S. Army's Maneuver Captains
Career Course at Fort Benning. Before that I served
three years as an instructor training new lieutenants at
The Basic School, in Quantico, Virginia.
I have been stationed at Camp Pendleton before
when I served with the 1st Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion. I am thrilled to be back to one of the
most beautiful and well-placed military bases in our
nation, but I am even more grateful to be back in "the
fleet" serving with the dedicated Marines and Sailors
of the 1st Marine Division.
I look forward to getting to know the Marines, Sailors, and families of Weapons Company during the
short few months we have left before we deploy to the Western Pacific as part of the 31st Marine
Expeditionary Unit."
Semper Fidelis,
Captain Mathison Hall
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CHAPLAIN MESSAGE
Kevin S. Wilkinson
LT, CHC, USN
1/4 Battalion Chaplain
Greetings Marines, Sailors, and families of 1/4,

“You can beat the enemy…but you cannot beat the mountain…you can only climb it.”
Bridgeport quote

The month-long training at Bridgeport shaped one of the most important elements of our Battalion:
our identity. Somewhere between the cold-water river crossings, helicopter rides to mountain
landing zones, land navigation around snow covered hills, and nighttime rock wall climbing, the
new spirit of our unit was born. It was raw. It was in-process. It was very real. We had discovered
in each other what we are made of deep inside.
Needless to say, we beat the enemy. But, maybe more importantly, we climbed the mountain.
Bridgeport’s mountainous terrain, like landscape in a Coen brothers’ film, has its own distinctive
personality. Its high altitude not only has the power to make a grown man’s lungs cry, it also
pushes a person’s emotional nerves to the limit. There were a few days we almost felt overcome
by the elements. Yet, on many other occasions, we pressed on and conquered the mountain with
incredible resilience.
Resilience is so critical to what we do. It’s not ―just suck it up and deal with it.‖ There’s no art of
inspirational leadership in that phrase. Resilience is much bigger and better than a band-aidapproach catch-phrase. It is more about the ongoing process of discovering strength in yourself
and others around you when you have been genuinely refined by life’s experiences. Hopefully, in
the coming months and deployment, we will continue to strengthen one another. Added with that, I
intend to foster resilience among our unit and families. It is critical to our mission’s success, as well
as our spiritual readiness. This must become a major mark of our identity.
So, who is 1st Battalion, 4th Marines now? If you asked me that question four months ago when I
first checked in, I would have probably answered it differently. A lot of faces have changed in our
transition. New leaders have emerged, and stories of last year’s deployment have now faded. But,
we have before us a great story to write. When your children and grandchildren ask you someday
what is was like to be with 1/4, how will you sum it up in a few words? That should be our identity.
“The LORD bless you and keep you. The LORD make his face shine upon you and be gracious to
you.
The LORD turn his face toward you and give you peace.”
Chaplain Wilkinson
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Family Readiness Officer (FRO)
UPDATE
Dear Family and Friends of 1/4,
Thank you, ALL, for the wonderful support you give to
1st Battalion, 4th Marines. We are a FAMILY and I can definitely see it!!!
WE CAN DO THIS TOGETHER!!!
There will be a few AWESOME activities for spouses to attend in the next few months. Some while
the Marines & Sailors of 1/4 are training and some while they are home. I always do my best to
have childcare available whenever possible.
It is VERY important that you attend some of the activities that are planned. This may be a good
opportunity to meet other spouses in the unit and prepare you for the upcoming deployment. If you
would like to bring a friend or neighbor (especially if they have a deployed spouse) to an event,
please let me know. They are always welcome! I know for some, it may be easier to meet someone new with someone familiar by your side.
The Family Readiness Officer of 1st Battalion, 4th Marines is working very closely with Marine
Corps Family Team Building to provide you with the best tools possible to help you get through the
upcoming deployment with as little stress as possible.
Now, I will not lie….there is ALWAYS stress that comes with any deployment. Believe me, I lost
track of the number of deployments I have survived but I will tell you….each time, it did seem to get
a little easier. The main factor of my success was realizing that I was NOT Alone!!! There was
always someone nearby who understood the frustration, heartache, and loneliness I was
experiencing. They helped me overcome the ―joys of deployment‖.
You are the one in control! Do you want to go through the deployment ALONE or do you want to
THRIVE???? What is your decision? OPPORTUNITIES can only be provided, the rest is up to
you!!!!
A FEW REMINDERS:
Be on the LOOKOUT for the date. We will be having a Back To School Giveaway, date TBD. At
this giveaway, items donated by Dollar Tree through Operation Homefront’s ―Back to School
Brigade‖, will be distributed. These items (pens, pencils, folders, calculators, paper, etc.) will be on
a first come, first serve basis.
ARE YOU HAVING A BABY? Soldier’s Angels is hosting a Unit Baby Shower for 1/4 Families.
It will take place on Sunday, August 28, 2011 from 1p.m.—4p.m. at the Camp Horno Regimental
Theatre, Building # 53452. You MUST RSVP to sebrina.king@usmc.mil.
From the I-5 take the Basilone Rd/San Onofre Gate Exit:
Go through Gate, pass commissary, gas station, housing. You will enter School of Infantry (SOI), go through.
Once at Camp Horno (Softball Field & Blue SMP Building will be visible on the left side)
Make a left before the Regimental Medical Clinic onto A St. (There is a sign that says Camp Horno Chapel)
Then take 2nd left.
It's the first building on the left, the Regimental Theater. Parking is around building or across the street.
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T-SHIRTS ON SALE!!!!
GREAT FOR THE KIDS!!!!

COLOR, WEAR, WASH, COLOR AGAIN!!!!
COMES WITH SPECIAL MARKERS

$15.00 (ADD $3.00 for shipping, if needed)
Checks/Money Orders Payable to: 1st BN, 4th Marines

(sizes available on-hand: 3-T, 4-T, Youth XSmall,(5/6), Youth Small,(7/8), Youth Medium (9/10))
Email sebrina.king@usmc.mil for more information.
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PLANNED CALENDAR OF EVENTS

AUGUST 2011
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER
AUGUST

OCTOBER

3 - Del Mar Beach Social
17 - Del Mar Beach Social
18 - Beyond The Brief Workshop (part 1)
25 - Beyond The Brief Workshop (part 2)
28 - Unit Baby Shower

1 - Heart to Heart Luncheon
8-10 - Columbus Day “72” (BN in the Field)
28 - 1/4 USMC Birthday Ball

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

1 - Beyond The Brief Workshop (part 3)
3 - 6 - Labor Day “96”
18 - LNMSC Fashion Show
24 - MCRD Bootcamp Challenge
25 - Charity Ride “Guns & Hoses”

10-13 - Veteran’s Day “96”
24-27 - Thanksgiving “96”

****Please NOTE…..dates are subject to change.
You may obtain updated information from your Marine or Sailor.
REMEMBER…...always remain flexible!!!
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Looking for a Job?????
MCCS offers multiple venues to help active duty personnel and their family members with
employment and job search assistance:
Military Transition Assistance Programs
Family Member Employment Assistance Programs
Marine and Family Career Center

Call them at (760) 725-6639
Sebrina King
Family Readiness Officer (FRO)

PHONE DIRECTORY

1/4 DUTY NCO

760-763-1821

1/4 Family Readiness Officer

760-763-3617

Base Information

760-725-4111

Naval Hospital (Camp Pendleton)

760-725-1288

Tricare

800-242-6788

DEERS

800-334-4162

United Concordia Dental

800-866-8499

Base Housing Office

760-725-5995/5217

Base PMO

760-725-3888

ASYMCA

760-385-4921

Base Legal

760-725-6172

ID Cards

760-725-2442

JRC

760-725-2106

American Red Cross

800-951-5600/760-725-6877

Commissary (20 Area)

760-725-1701

Commissary (51 Area)

760-725-7136

1st Battalion 4th Marines
Box 555432
Camp Pendleton, CA 92055
Phone: 760-277-5894
Fax :760- 763-1815
E-mail: sebrina.king@usmc.mil

How are we doing?
Please let the FRO know if you have any
concerns, questions, or suggestions to
help improve Family Readiness.
Your help with this is greatly
appreciated.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you are NOT receiving emails from the Family Readiness Officer (FRO)

or

would like additional information, please mail (or email) the below information to the address listed above.

I am interested in receiving Holiday Assistance.

Name

I am looking for Counseling/Financial Budgeting Services.

Address

I would like information on L.I.N.K.S - a workshop designed to help a
spouse get acquainted to the Marine Corps Lifestyle.

Email Address

I am interested in becoming a 1/4 Morale Support Volunteer.

Phone Number

I am interested CREDO Retreats—weekend retreats to help individuals
and couples make their life/relationships even better!.

Company Spouse is Assigned To
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